Reserved guest parking for the Psychology Clinic is located in the on-campus Genetics Garage. At the traffic light at the corner of Oxford Street and Berkeley Way, turn onto the UC Berkeley campus. The entrance to the underground Genetics Garage is straight ahead, approximately 100 feet from the corner.

Upon entering the Genetics Garage, turn right. The Psychology Clinic's guest parking spaces are on the right and are marked “Reserved Clinic.” You may park only in these spaces marked "Reserved Clinic."

Be sure to place the blue guest parking permit you received from the Psychology Clinic on the dashboard of your car so that the reserved date and time are visible through the windshield.

Take the stairs or elevator located near the Genetics Garage entrance. Exit two levels up (labelled "EL" in the elevator), and walk northeast up the hill and to the left to Tolman Hall.

Enter Tolman Hall through the west entrance. Take the elevator or stairs to the second floor. The Psychology Clinic office is just inside the glass door on your left, in Room 2205 Tolman Hall.